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route was due to the presence of quite powerful nomadic or semi-nomadic associations in the 

steppes of Northern and Central Kazakhstan and/ or in the Trans-Ural-West Siberian forest-

steppe. They did not allow massive resettlements through the territories controlling by them. 

 

The parts of nomadic associations that went westward did not lose connection with their 

homeland, maintaining all kinds of contacts with the remaining kindred associations. Events 

associated with mass displacements for a long time remained in the memory of people through 

the oral traditions. They contained the most diverse information about this episode of their 

history, including the ways of movement and the difficulties encountered on them. It is quite 

obvious that the early nomads of the steppe zone of Eurasia in the second half of the I 

millennium BCE were already quite knowledgeable about the routes that led from Inner Asia to 

Central Asia and further to the steppes of the Southern Urals, Volga, Northern Caucasus and 

the Black Sea coastal area. They knew well the most convenient routes that went to Western 

Siberia and the Trans-Urals. There is no doubt that the nomads who were forced to leave Inner 

Asia and move west, had a good idea of the natural features of the territories where they went 

or through which they had to go. They also clearly enough knew the route of their movement 

and the main natural obstacles that they might encounter on their way. 

 

With the existing data it might be possible to say that at the beginning of functioning Great Silk 

Road its individual sections were already involved in exchange operations between nomads of 

the Eurasian steppes and agriculturalists of Inner and Central Asia. 

 

There is no doubt that this centuries-old experience of nomads was used to develop the most 

rational routes and schedules for caravans during the formation of the Great Silk Road system. 

Moreover, the nomads took an active part in the functioning of this trade artery, acting as guides, 

security guards, suppliers of food, transport animals and forage. 
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Margush country, Margiana is situated in the South-Eastern Turkmenistan. More than 200 

settlements of it were found by Victor Sarianidi in the 1960–1980s. The largest protourban site 

of the Bronze Age (2300–1500 BC) is Gonur Depe. It occupies a territory around 50 ha and 

contents the monumental palace and other buildings in the center, surrounded by the high walls 
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with 21 rectangular towers, several also monumental constructions (temples) around them 

walled by second rectangular wall with towers, many water pools, a system of cemeteries 

including Large and Royal necropolises as well as a number of special ritual and other places. 

Prof. V. Sarianidi, the discoverer of Margush, believed that it was a ritual and administrative 

center of the whole country, a “city of kings and gods”. The main part of rich findings, including 

pottery from Gonur Depe is similar to typical ones for the Bronze Age Southern Turkmenistan. 

But other artifacts have many parallels with those from not only northern but also southern Iran 

and with Northern Mesopotamia as well as with Indus valley. 

 

Architectural affinities of Gonur front rooms can be seen in Knossos palace on Crete. The layout 

of the premises of Gonur (for example “courtyard surrounded by corridors”) has much in 

common with those on such sites like Dashly-3 in Afghanistan. Types of Gonur graves vary 

greatly, but funeral gifts are similar. The variety of graves in many ways resembles that recorded 

in the Swat Valley. The connection with Indus civilization is also supported by ivory artifacts, 

specific stone statuette and mainly by the typical stone seal of Hurrapan type. 

 

Images of dresses of stone so named composite statuettes also speak about the Near-Eastern 

directions of connections. Similar connections can be observed by the unique mosaics images. 

Gonur pictures as well as Syrian ones for example in Mari palace demonstrate the same plots 

and style of depicting griffins, birds, dresses and other figures. Stone objects in Margiana have 

their origin far from Murghab River Fun, possibly in Kopet Dag or Koiten Dag mountains. In 

2018, Margiana expedition started research on large stone items from the excavations. Analysis 

of mineral composition of such stone objects like miniature columns, staffs and discs are carried 

out. We believe that we can identify the mineral sources of them. This information will help to 

understand trade roads of these minerals. 

 

Detailed description of several highly artistic household items like silver vessels show that group 

of animals depicted on them give information about cultural or/and trade connections with 

Caucasus. An analysis of some, exotic for Central Asia, plants shows the same direction of 

relations. Metal objects show mainly different Cu-alloys. Other identified elements (As, Fe, Pb, 

Ni, Zn, Sb) indicate either alloying additives, or ore impurities, or pollution in oxides. It is clearly 

understood that tin (Sn) was available and used even for the manufacture of mirrors. The 

presented results are most similar to experimental alloys. Without special comparisons with 

alloys from other territories, it is not easy to understand if those are local variations or brought 

traditions. 

 

Not only trade and cultural exchange with different territories can be determined in Margiana. 

Real migration of people from the Near East as well as from Indus valley is also now proven by 

researches of paleoanthropological data. Craniologically, genetically and by non-metric traits, 

the presence of admixture with natives of different territories can be noted. All available 

information shows that Margush country in the Bronze Age was a place where cultural, 
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migration and trade routes crossed, and a new center of civilization similar to the Ancient Merv 

of the Middle Ages aroused. 

 

All works are providing thanks to the RFBR project 18-09-40082 and the Agreement between 

Institute of Ethnology and Anthropology RAS and Ministry of Culture of Turkmenistan. 
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Trade serves as an important communication engine and spreads new technological advances. 

The spread of glass products in different territories fixes trade and transport routes, ethno-

cultural contacts and reveals new craft workshops that worked on borrowed technologies or 

created their own. Japan’s acquaintance with glass began in the Yayoi era (III century BC-III 

century ad). On several monuments Prefecture Fukuoka (Fukuoka) I digits until BC Dora 

discovered glass beads and pendant together with bronze mirrors, weapons and bracelets. 

According to the results of chemical and isotopic analyses, the researchers found that the 

products are similar to the Chinese glass of the dohan period with a high content of barium 

oxide. These were imported glass products brought by V century BC merchants to China along 

the silk road from the middle Eastern centers of glassmaking. In the III–I centuries BC, imported 

glass began to actively enter Korea, the Amur region and Japan. Trade with the far Eastern 

region was rapidly gaining momentum, and glass products occupied one of the basic niches in 

it: they were paid for furs and presented as ambassadorial gifts. 

 

In IV century BC, actively acted trade path from Persia and Syria to Japan and Korea, on which, 

in these countries were delivered products by middle Eastern craftsmen, in particular, glass 

vessels and jewelry. Analysis of glass beads of the Kofun period (III–VI centuries) showed that 

one sample is welded in the traditions of the Egyptian-Phoenician school of glassmaking, and 

the rest are welded in the traditions of the Roman school of glassmaking. The beads are colored 

with copper and cobalt oxide and come from areas of the Middle East. It took several centuries 

for Japanese craftsmen to uncover the secrets of producing a new material and start making 

glass products themselves. But highly artistic foreign glass continued to be in demand, and the 

import flow was quite powerful until the VIII century. Japan Began to produce its own glass only 

in the first centuries AD. Initially, the masters worked on imported raw materials (crude soda) 

by imported technology. In the VI century AD, Japan followed China from soda to ash glasses. 

And since the end of VII century AD began to use lead as a feedstock. Since the beginning of 

the IX century in Japan, glassmaking was taken under the control of the government with the 

creation of a special Department. The transition to a predominantly lead technology for the 
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